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MSNBC FREUDIAN SLIP, AFRICAN TRADE ALLIANCE, IS HISTORY
REPEATING ITSELF?  WILL THE RESULT BE MORE BLOOD SHED
BY CORPORATE NGO FUNDING?
With Obama handlers track record Obama’s false promises both
as candidate and president should Africa trust him?  Does
history indeed repeat itself? What are history’s lesson in
controlled global trade?   During recent orchestrated illegal
crisis Obama used South American Corporate to dictate policy
through United Nations.
“Through your widespread trade you were filled with violence,
and you sinned. So I drove you in disgrace from the mount of
God, and I expelled you, guardian cherub, from among the fiery
stones.”  Ezekiel 28:16

Trade to dominate as Barack Obama welcomes African
leaders
WASHINGTON:  President  Barack  Obama  will  welcome  African
leaders at an unprecedented summit in Washington on Monday
with  all  eyes  on  the  continent  as  it  battles  the  worst
outbreak of the Ebola virus in history.

Forging stronger economic ties between the United States and
Africa  is  the  main  aim  of  the  three-day  summit,  with  US
officials keen to boost links with a continent projected by
the International Monetary Fund to see 5.8 percent growth in
2014.
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Ezekiel 28:2 Son of man, say to the ruler [most translations:
prince] of Tyre, `This is what the Sovereign LORD says: `”In
the pride of your heart you say, “I am a god; I sit on the
throne of a god in the heart of the seas.” But you are a man
and not a god, though you think you are as wise as a god.”‘ 

Trade and commerce increased as ancient civilizations achieved
a dominant, imperial status within the Near East and developed
common standards of exchange. Ancient Near East Trade Patterns

Lament over Babylon
…10 standing at a distance because of the fear of her torment,
saying, ‘Woe, woe, the great city, Babylon, the strong city!
For in one hour your judgment has come.’ 11″And the merchants
of the earth weep and mourn over her, because no one buys
their cargoes any more– 12 cargoes of gold and silver and
precious stones and pearls and fine linen and purple and silk
and scarlet, and every kind of citron wood and every article
of ivory and every article made from very costly wood and
bronze and iron and marble,…Rastafari movement

BENJAMIN  FRANKLIN’S  “CALL  TO  PRAYER”  DURING
ARGUMENTS  ON  CONSTITUTIONAL  DEBATES  PRIOR  TO
SIGNING
“….I have lived, Sir, a long time and the longer I live, the
more convincing proofs I see of this truth — that God governs
in the affairs of men. And if a sparrow cannot fall to the
ground without his notice, is it probable that an empire can
rise without his aid? We have been assured, Sir, in the sacred
writings that “except the Lord build they labor in vain that
build  it.”I  firmly  believe  this;  and  I  also  believe  that
without his concurring aid we shall succeed in this political
building no better than the Builders of Babel: We shall be
divided by our little partial local interests; our projects
will  be  confounded,  and  we  ourselves  shall  be  become  a
reproach and a bye word down to future age. And what is worse,
mankind may hereafter this unfortunate instance, despair of
establishing Governments by Human Wisdom, and leave it to
chance, war, and conquest”.  Franklin’s speech in Madison
Debates  delivered Tuesday September 17 1787  (Constitution
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Day) delivered here
  Nimrod’s  Tower  of  Babel”  foundation  of  ‘The  Mystery
Religions”.

Nimrod Black Warrior of Tower of Babel killed by
Esau.

White House tweets Picture of Obama Sitting on Throne With
Crossbow – Nimrod the Mighty Hunter.  Is White House run by
Judaisms mystical Cabalists ?  Most pictures of Nimrod show
him as black man

ARE THE FALSE PROPHET AND LAWLESS
ONE AND THE SAME?
2 Thessalonians 2:3-4 [3] Don’t let anyone deceive you in any
way, for that day will not come until the rebellion occurs and
the  man  of  lawlessness  is  revealed,  the  man  doomed  to
destruction. [4] He will oppose and will exalt himself over
everything that is called God or is worshiped, so that he sets
himself up in God’s temple, proclaiming himself to be God.

OBAMA’ ALINSKY AND THE DEVIL    
Saul  Alinsky  dedicated  his  book  “Rules  For  Radical’s”  to
Lucifer!  Why would Obama profess to be a Christian  after
employed by Gamaliel Foundation whose goal is subverting true
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christian church doctrine?

The Gamaliel Foundation, dangerous,
leftist,  ACORN-like  community
organization  The  treachery  of
America’s church leaders
The  Gamaliel  Foundation  and  its  affiliates  are  one  of
America’s
fifth column agencies that seek to destroy America from within
by
aiding, abetting and comforting the enemy – the elite Global
Socialists as chronicled in The Treachery of America’s Fifth
Columns.

The Chicago-based Gamaliel Foundation required Obama to hijack
and  exploit  church  membership  into  a  larger  left  leaning
political force, as pointed out by Stanley Kurtz in “What We
Know  About  Obama.”  Obama  cut  his  teeth’  as  a  Gamaliel
community organizer in Chicago. He is celebrated and thanked
on  their  website  for  organizing  HOPE  for  America  and  the
world.

Industrial Area Foundation and Gamaliel Foundation is without
a  doubt  America’s  Great  Scarlet  Whore  creating  a
bastardized/Marxist  church.
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The Gamaliel Foundation which hired BO as community organizer.
Gamaliel Foundation is Alinsky’s IAF to Black Communities.
(GF) was established in 1968 to support the Contract Buyers
League,  an  African-American  organization  that  advocated  on
behalf of black Chicago homeowners who had been discriminated
against  by  lending  institutions.  Among  Barack  Obama’s
organizing efforts while at Gamaliel Foundation was ACORN

 Could Obama’s history/employment with Saul Alinsky’s (IAF)
Industrial Area Foundation and Gamaliel Foundation faith-based
community  organizer  training  be  a  coincidence?   Mikey
Weinstein  prior  employment  with  Gamaliel  as  Obama  and
radical/Marxist attacks against Christians in Military?  Who
would place a known radical atheist over Pentagon Religious
Tolerance?   Specifically with their connections with mystery
religions.    These  Federally  Funded  and  Corporate  funded
(Alleged)  faith-based  NGO’s  dictating  policy  in  U.S.
eliminating both Article 4 Sec. 4 and 10th Amendment of U.S.
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Constitution.    Could  the  stage  be  set  for  “The  False
Prophet”?  It is The False Prophet which causes world to take
the “Mark” not the Anti Christ.   George Soros “Open Society”
coincidentally  supports  Gamaliel  Foundation.   Soros  a
professing  atheist  Jew  suffers  from  serious  Messianic  god
complex. Like  Mikey Weinstein another professing atheist Jew
trained  community organizer of Gamaliel.

“A  sword  will  come  upon  Egypt,  and  anguish  will  be  in
Ethiopia; when the slain fall in Egypt, they take away her
wealth, And her foundations are torn down. Ethiopia, Put, Lud,
all Arabia, Libya and the people of the land that is in league
will fall with them by the sword.” (Ezekiel 30: 4-5)

Is Isaiah 18 prophecy for Ethiopia Modern Day Africia?  What
was Nimrod Noah’s great-grandson role in Tower of Babel?  
Noah’s son was “Ham” which was cursed for obvious reason.  Ham
father of Canaan father of Cush father of  Nimrod  which
translates into “Let us Rebel”.   There are many prophecies
concerning  Ethiopia  most  of  modern  day  Africia.    Bible
prophecy of Ezekiel 38 states Ethiopia will aid Turkey in
invasion against Israel.

Meshech and Tubal is Modern Turkey King
of The North
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THE IMPENDING HOLY WAR
FORGING ALLIANCES FOR “ROAD TO DAMASCUS”.

Chapter 17:1 The a burden of b Damascus. Behold, Damascus is
taken away from [being] a city, and it shall be a ruinous
heap.

Isaiah 17 Prophecy concerning Syria and Damascus 

 

How has Secretary of State Hillary Clinton and Obama’s close
ties with Erdogen effected Erdogen’s Rise to Power?

Erdogen has been charged with various human rights charges
like gassing the Kurds as Saudi Arabia has against their own
people.  Could  The  Rothschild’s  main  players  donation  have
played into no justice.

 

P.O.W.  Deal  Gives  Qatar  a
Victory, and a New Test

Mohammad Nabi Omari, Was it
a  coincidence  within  days
of  prisoner  swap  ISIS
created  Levant?

DOHA, Qatar — The five hardened Taliban militants were quickly
whisked in a fleet of cars to the shoulder of a highway on the
outskirts of the capital just as they arrived. There, out of
the public eye and under the watchful gaze of Qatari security,
they exchanged warm hugs with a welcome delegation and then
once more were whisked off into hiding.
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Obama’s Promise of Great things for Kenya was Constitutional
coup using his cousin Odiga planned during his Illinois funded
trip as state senator.   Senator Barack Obama in Kenya
Obama and Odinga: The True Story CFP 2008 report

RISE OF WAHHABISM DEATH AND QATAR

“HORN OF SATAN” FROM NAJD
History of Qatar Wahhabism slaughter of other sects of Islam.

Blood and Oil America’s history of funding of this atrocity. 
FDR   oil/gold deal with Saudi Arabia and Ibn Saud laid
foundations for fulfillment of Genesis 16:12.  Saudi Arabia
Royal Family are Jews descendants of Ishmael.

President Obama’s Kenyan family secretly giving scholarships
for  students  to  study  Wahhabi  Sharia  in  Saudi  Arabia.   
Wahhabi sect Islam considered Ultra Conservative created by
British Intelligence alliance with Mohammad Wahhabi.   with
largest concentration in Qatar. This is NOT propaganda have
been researching rise of Wahhabi Movement for 2 years now. 
From India to Africia the rise of Wahhabi is largest growing
sect of Islam since 2008.

The vile sect of Islam Jihadist rising since 2008 are the
result of Wahhabi and ISIS is the result of Wahhabi Schools
from Qatar.

ISIS  Captures  Largest  Christian  Town  In  Iraq  And  Several
Others,  Thousands  Of  Minorities  Flee    Area  of  Iraq  is
biblical Ancient Babylon FYI

An army of Wahhabi fighters has amassed on the Turkish-Syrian
border, led by Liyban Islamist Abdel Hakim Belhaj, with the
intent of regime change in Syria. The army is armed and funded
by Qatar, whose Emir has called for Arab troops to be sent to
Syria.

Adolf  Hitler  reference  to  Ramadan  Holy  “Night  of  Power”
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“Laylat Al Qadr”  and parallel to Revelation 2:7 and Feminism
role in Communism. 

A quote from Adolf Hitler, 28 August 1942 [p. 667 Hitler’s
Table  Talk;  1941-1944  translated  by  N.  Cameron  and  R.H.
Stevens, Enigma Books (1953)]
Had Charles Martel not been victorious at Poitiers – already,
you see, the world had already fallen into the hands of the
Jews, so gutless a thing Christianity! – then we should in all
probability have been converted to Mohammedanism, that cult
which glorifies the heroism and which opens up the seventh
Heaven to the bold warrior alone. Then the Germanic races
would have conquered the world. Christianity alone prevented
them from doing so.

Opening  the  Mediterranean:  Assyria,  the  Levant  and  the
transformation of Early Iron Age trade.  Prophecies of Daniel
2 & 7

The  Illuminati,  Nimrod,  and  Satan’s  Agenda  (Illuminati
Symbols, Baal, Tower of Babel, All-Seeing-Eye, NRO Mission
Patches, Subliminal) 
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